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Our results are related to P-shadows in L,-spaces. For p = 1 we will 
complete the characterization of P-shadows and Y1sl-shadows. For 
1 < p < co S. J. Bernau has shown that the P’l-shadow of a set in L, is the 
range of a contractive projection. We will show that the corresponding theorem 
is not true for all reflexive spaces, but is true for locally uniformly convex 
reflexive spaces. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let 2 be a class of bounded linear operators on a Banach space E. 
Let {LJ be a net in 2, and let 
For K Z E, let 
conv{l,} = {x E E: &(x) + x}. (1-l) 
S-shadow K = n {conv{&}: {Li} uniformly bounded, and K _C conv{&}]. 
(1.2) 
The g-shadow of a set may be substantially larger than the original 
set, and two general problems in approximation theory are: 
(i) to characterize the P-shadow of a set, and 
(ii) to identify the sets that have a specific 2’-shadow. 
As an example, Korovkin’s classical theorem shows that if E = C[O, 11, 
and 2?+ represents the positive operators, then: 
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THEOREM. 9+-shadow ((1, 9, 3”)) = C[O, 11. 
If, as above, g-shadow K = E, then K is called an 2’-Korovkin set. 
Since Korovkin’s results appeared, there has been interest in 
identifying the .9’-Korovkin sets for classical families of operators 
defined on classical Banach spaces. For example, among the 
classes considered are the positive operators L?+, the contractive 
operators 9, and the positive contractions P*+ defined on Banach 
spaces such as C(X) and Lp spaces (1 < p < co). The extensive 
work on C(X) and L, spaces has produced some pleasing character- 
izations. However there are still some special problems for LP spaces 
(1 < p < co). For example if K is a closed linear subspace of L, 
then LP-shadow K = K. Despite this observation, S. J. Bernau 
found an interesting result by characterizing the ranges of contractive 
projections on L, spaces and showing: 
THEOREM. The P-shadow of a subset of an L,-space (1 < p < co) 
is itself the range of a contractive projection. 
In this article we will complete the characterization of .P-shadows 
of L,(X, Z, p), where (X, Z, p) is a finite measure space. We will 
extend Bernau’s theorem to locally uniformly convex reflexive spaces, 
and construct an example to show that it does not generalize to all 
reflexive spaces. A similar result will be used to characterize the 
P$l-shadow of sets in L,(X, Z, CL), where .P*l is the class of con- 
tractive operators on L,(X, Z, p) which also carry L&X, Z, p) into 
itself and which are contractive as operators on L, . It will follow 
that the single function (zc} is an P?l-Korovkin set in L,[O, 11. 
In some settings it is important to make the distinction between 
Z-shadows obtained by intersecting convergence sets conv{T%} for 
sequences {To from that obtained using nets {Ti}. (See [lo, Sect. 21 
or [17].) The results here show that, in our setting, the shadows 
obtained using nets are the identity set of a single operator, and 
therefore coincide with shadows obtained from sequences. 
The last section discusses the relation between various 9-Korovkin 
sets, and contains examples and open questions. 
Throughout this paper we will work with real Banach spaces. 
Hence C(X) will denote the continuous real functions on a compact 
Hausdorff space X, etc. 
We will use $K to be the characteristic function of a set K. For 
a function f we use 
SUPPf ={x: f(x) # 0). (1.3) 
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For a collection of functions K, 
supp K = u {suppf: fE K}. 
The composite of two functions f and g will be written f 0 g. 
(1.4) 
II. ~-SHADOWS IN REFLEXIVE SPACES 
THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a subset of a locally uniformly convex 
reflexive space E. Then the 91-shadow K is the range of a contractive 
projection on E. 
Comment. It is known that every reflexive space is isomorphic to a 
space which is also locally uniformly convex. However the theorem 
does not generalize to all reflexive spaces, and we will outline an 
example after the proof of the theorem. The theorem does of 
course contain Bernau’s theorem for E = L,(X, .Z, p) (1 < p < co). 
Proof of Theorem. Let {Ti} be a net of norm one operators on E. 
We will first show that M = conv{TJ is the range of a norm one 
projection. For x $ M we can find a subnet {Ti} such that both, {TJ 
converges in the weak operator topology to some norm one operator L, 
and such that L(x) # x. This is possible since in a locally uniformly 
convex space if yi converges to x weakly and 11 x 11 > 11 yi II then yi 
converges to x in norm. 
Let 
IL = {v: L(v) = v}. (2.1) 
WehavethatMCI,,butx$I,. 
From the ergodic theorems, the operators 
A, = 
$Tp (2.2) 
converge to a norm one projection onto IL [6, Chap. 8, p. 6621. 
So far we have shown that for each x $ M there is a contractive 
projection onto a superspace of M not containing x. 
Now let PI and Pz be two contractive projections onto superspaces 
of M, and put T = (P, + P,)/2. Clearly the intersection of the range 
of PI and Pz is contained in I, , the fixed point set of T. In fact it is 
equal to IT . For if x E I,, then 
(2.3) 
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Hence 
II PlX II = II pzx II = II x /I> (2.4) 
and strict convexity implies Plx = P,x = x. Using the reflexivity 
of E, and the mean ergodic theorem again, there is a contractive 
projection onto I, . 
We now form a net of all norm one projections onto superspaces of 
M, where the ordering is given by the containment of the range spaces. 
Using weak compactness in the weak operator topology, the net has 
an accumulation point, A. Then A is a contractive projection and 
IA = Range A = M (2.5) 
To complete the theorem let S be the .P-shadow of some set K. 
Let P be the collection of norm one projections onto spaces containing 
S. Call two members of P equivalent if they have the same range. 
Choose one member of each equivalence class and order these by 
containment of their range. From our previous argument the resulting 
net has a convergence set consisting of precisely S. Hence again using 
the previous results, S is the range of a norm one projection. This 
completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. We will show that the locally uniformly convex 
assumption cannot simply be dropped from the previous theorem. 
Let K be a finite dimensional P-Korovkin subset of a reflexive 
space F. For example, 
K = {I, x) CL,[O, I] = F, l<p<m (2.6) 
(see iTI). 
Let 7 be greater than or equal to the norm of some projection P of F 
onto K. Let a new form be defined on F by taking as its unit hull the 
closed convex hull 
{(X/T): // x 11 < l} u {k: K E K, 11 k 11 = l}. (2.7) 
It follows that a projection of (F, jl . 11) onto K has norm less than or 
equal to T if and only if it has norm one as a projection of (F, I// - 111) 
;rw f; In particular P has norm one as an operator on (F, 111 . Ill). 
N = null space P, 
E=NxNxK, and for (p, q, k) E E, 
ll(P, 4, 4 = maW/+ Ill9 + k Ill, II 4 + h II>- (2.8) 
Pl(P, 494 = (0, 4, k), and 
p&J, 4,4 = (q, 4, k). 
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Since 11 f 11 > jj/ f Ill for allf E F, Pz has norm one. Since P( p + K) = k, 
PI has norm one. Thus if 
K’ = ((0, 0, k): k E K}, (2.9) 
then 
P-shadow K’ = K’. (2.10) 
However if there is a norm one projection of E onto K’, there is a 
norm one projection of 
F’ = {(q, q, 4, q E N h E Kl (2.11) 
onto K’. But for (4, q, K) E F’, 
II 41 49 k II = II Q + k II> 
and the mapping 
qq, 494 = P + k 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
is an isometric isomorphism of F’ onto F. This in turn produces a 
norm one projection of F onto K. This however is not possible since 
K is an F-Korovkin set. 
III. KOROVKIN THEOREMS IN L, 
Let (X, Z, p) be a finite positive measure space. After some 
preliminaries we will give characterizations of P-, 9lJ-, and 
dPrJ$+-shadows of subsets of L,(X, Z, p) = L, . Here 
p1.1.+ = p1.1 (-) $p'. (3.1) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (T%} b e a net in .ZlJ,+ then conv{Ti} is the range 
of a projection in _LPl~l~+. 
Proof. It is known that a closed subspace M is the range of an 
.ZIJ$+ projection if and only if it is a lattice which contains the 
characteristic function of the support off (supp( f )) for each f in M 
[l, 5, 211. It is also known that in this setting conv{Ti} is a lattice 
[4 or lo]. Hence we only need verify that $supp(r) E M = conv{TJ 
for each f in M. This fact itself is a variant of known arguments. 
Indeed since M is a lattice it suffices to verify that 
&mm 6 M for fE M and f > 0. (3.2) 
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ButforfEM,f >Owehave 
j-fdCl--SfAW (3.3) 
= iif-f~ 1 Ill 3 II Ti(f-f~ l)lL = j- T,f& - f T,(fh l>+. 
Hence 
1 Ti(f A 1) 3 j-f~ 1 + II Tifll - Ml. 
Also since Ti E LPJs+, 
(3.4) 
(TJ) A 1 > Ti(f A 1) > 0. (3.5) 
Using (3.4) and (3.5) we have 
IifA 1 - Tdf A 1)/i 
< IIf A 1 - (Tif) A 1 II + 1 (Tif) A 1 dp - f T,(fh 1) ~CL (3.6) 
< /If A 1 - (TJ) A 1 II + j. (Tif) A 1 dp - If A 1 dp + ilfII--I! Tifll- 
SofhlEM,and 
iya (nf) A 1 = $SUDDW EM. (3.7) 
This concludes the proof. 
For reference, we will restate the lemma in the following equivalent 
form. 
LEMMA 3.2. The convergence set of a net of operators in LPJl+ is a 
lattice M containing #,,ppM . 
The following lemma is known (see [4] or [lo]). 
LEMMA 3.3. If (Ti} C 2’ l*+, then conv{T,) is a lattice. 
We are in a position to characterize the various shadows. For a set 
K CL, we will use Lat K to be the closed lattice generated by K, the 
intersection of all closed lattices containing K. 
It is also known [l, Lemma 31 that there is a K E K for which 
supp k = supp K. (3.8) 
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THEOREM 3.4. Let K CL, ; then 
(a) S9+-shadow K = Lat K, 
(b) 5FJy+-shadow K = Lat({~S,u,PK} u K), 
(c) .2?Ghadow K = 0 Lat(BK), 
(d) 9J-shadow K = 0 Lat({#SUPPK) U OK). 
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow from the lemmas. Parts (c) and (d) 
will be obtained from parts (a) and (b). The idea is the same in each 
case, and we will only prove part (c). 
First we observe that 0 Lat(BK) contains K, and is the range of a 
norm one projection. Because if P is an YT+-projection onto Lat(fX) 
then 
Hf = eqef) (3.10) 
is an 5%projection onto 0 Lat(BK). Hence 
diPI-shadow KC 8 Lat(eK). (3.11) 
We now show the converse. Let {Ti) be a net in 9’l such that 
KC conv(Ti}. (3.12) 
Then if 
Pi(f) = $s”PPK~i(~suPPKf ), (3.13) 
we still have that {Pi} C 9r and 
K C conv(pi}. (3.14) 
Because of this we will view Pi as Y-operators on L,(supp K, Z, p). 
Let 
Hif = ePi(Of). (3.15) 
Now Hi E DEpl. Moreover 
Hi(l k I) + I k I* (3.16) 
This implies that for each f > 0 in L,(supp K, Z, ,u), 
(Hif) A 0 ---f 0. (3.17) 
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This follows since (3.16) implies that the norm one linear functionals 
I’ Hifdp-+ fdp s 
(3.18) 
for all f. Hence for f > 0, 
2llKfAOll = j~I~~fI-~~f)~~~llfll-~~~f~r. (3.19) 
and therefore 
II Hif A 0 II -+ 0. (3.20) 
For our purpose then we may treat operators in the net {Hi) as if they 
were positive operators. That is-with very minor changes in the 
original proof for positive operators-we also conclude that conv{Hi} 
is a lattice containing BK. Since 
pif = @&(ef), 
we conclude that 
0 Lat(BK) C conv(Pi}. 
This concludes the proof. 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let K and 0 be as in the theorem. Let 4 be any 
measurable function of absolute value equal one. Then 
0 Lat(0K) C + Lat($K). 
Proof. There is an gl-projection onto $ Lat(+fo. 
Remark. We have learned that Professors H. Berens and 
G. G. Lorentz have also discovered part (c) of Theorem 3.4, and that 
Professor Berens announced the finding in April 1974 at Oberwolfach. 
IV. EXAMPLES AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
In this section we will delineate the relationships between the 
various Korovkin subsets of L, . 
In his original work Korovkin showed that the three functions 
(1, x, x2> formed an Z+-Korovkin set in CIO, 1] (since the constant 
function 1 is in the set it is also ZZ’r-, and Zl>+-Korovkin). James, 
Berens, and Lorentz were among the first to notice that there are 
two element Ziy+-Korovkin subsets of LJO, I] (this also follows 
from Lemma 3.3 above). Although it is not profound it is somewhat 
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interesting that there in fact exist Z-Korovkin subsets of cardinality 
two, in both C(X) and L, , for each class of operators 2 considered 
here except for p+ operators. In fact there are singleton ZlJ- 
Korovkin subsets of L,[O, 11. 
For both C(X) and L, spaces every T+-Korovkin set must contain 
at least three functions. For L,-spaces this result is in [19; 10, 
Proposition 1.171. For C(X) the result is apparently due to Saskin and 
is in [13]. A nice way to see this is to observe (as Lorentz has) that an 
Y+-Korovkin subset K of C(X) must contain a strictly positive 
functionp. This follows from the Hahn-Banach theorem by separating 
0 from the closed convex hull of the point evaluation functionals 
restricted to K. This is possible since the existence of a positive 
functional that annihilates K would contradict the known characteriza- 
tions of .JZ+-Korovkin sets. Then (l/p)K is an Z+-Korovkin set 
containing the unit function. Suppose (l/p)K contains only one other 
function q. We may assume that 0 < q < 1 and that there are x1 
and x2 such that 4(x,) = 0, and 4(x,) = 1. Then the interpolation 
operator associated with x1 and xp is a positive projection onto (l/p)K, 
contradicting the fact that it is an Z+-Korovkin set. 
We now return to the Korovkin subspaces of L, . 
The obvious implications are that an Z1-Korovkin set is an 
2iJ-Korovkin set. Also, of course, any 53+-Korovkin set or any 
.ZiJ-Korovkin set is also an ZlJ+-Korovkin set. An ZrJ3+-Korovkin 
set, containing a positive function is -.‘Dr-Korovkin, and an Z1l+- 
Korovkin set containing a positive function is an gpl-Korovkin set. 
EXAMPLE. Let L, = L,[-1, 11. 
(i) (1, x> is an Z1-Korovkin set, and hence also each of the 
other types of Korovkin set. 
(ii) {sgn x, x> is 2 l>+-Korovkin but not an Z131-Korovkin set. 
(iii) {x} is $P lJ3+-Korovkin but not an JD+-, or YIJ-Korovkin 
set. 
(iv) (I + x} is an JZ IJ-Korovkin set containing a positive 





x > 0, 
x < 0, 
and 
x > 0, 
x < 0. 
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Then (4, 8} is both an Si*+-Korovkin set, and an 9i11-Korovkin set, 
but is not an 9-Korovkin set. 
We will conclude the paper with two general open problems. 
Let E be a strictly convex reflexive space, and 9 = -Lpi, then in 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 we showed: 
If K = n {Range P: P a projection in 9 onto a superspace of K}, 
then K itself is the range of a projection in PEP. (4.1) 
Example 2.2 shows that this property is not held by all reflexive 
spaces. We also observe in the proof of Lemma 3.1 that for 
E = L,(X, Z, II) and 9’ = S?iJ~+ Property (4.1) is valid, and it also 
follows from Theorem 3.4 that the property is also valid for 9 = Y1fl 
and -Lpi, since in this setting g-shadow K = K. 
PROBLEM. Identify spaces E and operators 9 which have 
property (4.1). 
Perhaps the fundamental problem for the theory of Korovkin sets 
is that of completing a chart of the characterizations of the 
S?-Korovkin subsets of the classic spaces, such as C(X) and L, , 
for the classic operators such as Y1, dp+ and Sly+. The most salient 
omission from such a chart appears to be a characterization of 
Z+-Korovkin subsets of L,-spaces (1 < p < CO). A characterization 
of finite dP+-Korovkin sets in &-spaces is in [Kitto and Wulbert, 19741. 
The general problem remains open. 
PROBLEM. Characterize the .9+-Korovkin subsets of L,-spaces 
(1 < P -=c a). 
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